ㅊ㨗㑉㱸⪔≗⟇㦅ᱻ

㍰⼜㦉㗁㮥⢔⧥㝈▙㨏☨㦉㝛ᱨ㢭㲂⊠乏㥲➝ᮣ㚴⌧㮥␍⊪
ㄪ⊪㢙ᮣ㚴␤㔶☨㍰⼜㦉㮤ᱨ⤕⒱ⲽ㮤☨㮥⏩➶ᮣ㍰⼜㦉≗
㗁㺚㵀㍰⼜㦉㾉㺑㺲㨼⒱✓㩂㥨⊩ᱨ⭊㥨⊩⏥㗖ⶨ㺨☼㔶
⒌ᱨ⏌㨼⒱㺹ⶹᮣ㸆㺸≗㺄㴚㟯㋈㍰⼜㦉⊪ㄪ⏌㎖㑩㺾
㢙㾉㺑ᱨ㑥ⲽㅘᮢ⊠乏ⳃ⏩ᮣ㚴㮜㮾⸷㓞㺣㈬㍻⼨≻㦉ᮣ
㚴⪑ⲿ⒋㟜⥙㫖⽃⸷㓞㺣⤣圠ᮣ㫼ⳑ⍙タᱨ㩛✂㵍㋜㢔㨏㍰
⼜㦉≗☨⹝ㅰㅖ㩂⪔㸃ゃ㱸㑌⧨☨㺄㽔ᱨ㮜ㅢ⏥㩖㮔㺰
⼒ᮣ

㮾㥲㗁㐵⛊☨㢕㦅㯜㚐ᱶ
■

㱸㍰⼜㦉≗⭨㾅⏋㖱
㮯║㩂BRCA1⧧BRCA2⫑㯜㟯⍐
■ ㅰ⼰⒔⥙50㚢(⟇㦅㚞㽥ㅰ⼰㵜⭩
 ✚㵜⭩)
■ ➪㈚
■

㽂ᱶ㩂㨾㢜⏌➧㍰⼜㦉≗➂㔶☨㢕㦅
㯜㚐ᮣ

㍰⼜㦉≗

■✂Ⓖ㙦⥗⧧㗙⏵ᮣ㸆㨗㖭㣡⡙⧆㢞㔶㚐⧧㱒㬤㣡㺬ᱨ⛶⯵

 ⶅ▙㱸勀㯐ᮣ
■✂㔟㐟⧆㱸⟁⡙☨➌㎑⨆㚐☨㖭㣡ᱨ㑥➌㎑ᮢ㣩⤫⧧➌㖩
㺹⽂
≗㺄⸷㓞

㍰⼜㦉
⸷▙㺹ⶹ

 ⼽ᱷ㮾⭆⡙⧆✂➳☨㖭㣡ᱨ㑥␒ᮢ⪀㮖⏵ᮢ⯾⪞⧧㖩⼽ᱨ
 ⛶⯵ⶅ㱸✐㠖☨⧝╌ᮣ
■⛊㋜㴱⛑⧧⏸⭩㝛⻲⫆⛑ᮣ
■ ⌏Ⓘ⯵ⶅ㝛㺺ᱨ⮋㔕㑆⼋㔟㑩ᮣ

㑥⧨㸓⛱㍰⼜㦉≗ᱻ
㑥⧨㸓⛱㍰⼜㦉
㍰⼜㦉≗㱸ㅊ㨗㸛㷻㲓㺄㽔ᱻ
㍰⼜㦉≗㱸ㅊ㨗㸛㷻㲓㺄
ⓝ㋜☨㍰⼜㦉≗㟜⒋㣐㑌⧨㺄㽔ᮣ㮾㥲㢜➧㝎㯖㩂☨㺄㽔ᱨ
⏌ㅢ㱱⼈㩂(➧≗㺄)⏋㺄㑥⼈㩂㍰⼜㦉㵜㔶⧧㍰⼜㦉㬃㯧
㋲ᮣ⊪⸶ᱶ
■

ㅸ⽃㥨㑳⫊㺲⛱
㈉ㅸ⸵ㅗ

■
■

ㅸ㊷(㱰㋦㵀㮣⭺)
㔠ⲽ㝑㟨

㚞㽥㺹⽂㵜▙ᮢㅸ☤⍐㷑㮾⭆⸷㓞㺣㋦㚴㋹⤵ᱨ㍰⼜㦉≗⪹
㵀⏋㺄⨍㋜ⓞ㦆㦐㱎☨㺄㽔ᮣ
㮾㥲㗁㠡㋜㍰⼜㦉≗☨㺄㽔ᱶ
■

㾈≛ㅸ㮤☨㈉ⓞᱨ㵒⒱㈉ㅸ
 ⸵ㅗᮣ
■ ≗㺄⸷㓞㺣⤣圠(㽊㮰)ᱨ㵒⒱
 ⌟⏩ᮢ圥⏩⫊⤣㈬Ⓘ㩦ゎ㟨ᮣ
■ 㺹⽂㾈㑹⼨≻㟜☤㵒⒱㥲㺍
 㩗㑳⫊㺹㷱ᮣ
■ ㈉ㅸ㝑㟨⫊㔑㽦⡮ᮣ
■ ㅸ㮤⫊ⲽ㮤▞㫖ᮣ

ㅩ㺌
☤⿺"

㑥⧨㺰⼒㍰⼜㦉≗ᱻ
㑥⧨㺰⼒㍰⼜㦉
㺰⼒➝㖷☨㫍㵗ⴈ⛊㲂㍰⼜㦉≗☨⟇㦅㋂⤜ᮣ╱⟇㦅㋂⤜
㵘㐟ⴈ㲂✂㦞㯜㚐ᱨ⊪⸶ᱶ

1

㨰⭩㋄≗㺄㽂␋⳨㾎㨰☨㺲㋜⌔⢄(2010-2014)⍙
タᱨ㍰⼜㦉≗㗁㨰⭩㋄ㅖ㩂☨☾㑻▙⒋⮑≗㺄ᮣ

㍰⼜㦉≗☨㔶⒌㚑⛪㯜㑉✚㯖ᮣ㵀㮥㨗ㅖ㩂⪔㸃㺲ᱨ㍰⼜
㦉≗⏋㎩➂㷝⪒〇ᱨ⏌㎒⏥⪹☠㺤㑌⧨㢼㝘ᮣ㐹✚ᱨ㵀⼹㮥
㨗⪔㸃㺲㵘㔶⒌㫤㚑ᱨ⏌㎒☠㺤㫻㺺☨㝑㟨⫊㋦㚳㢼
㝘ᱨ㔱㺣㙸㠪ᮣ㓴␓㗎㬕⊝㻜㵍㋜➂㦆㍰⼜㦉≗ᮣ
■  㺓⒎㺚⮂
㺓⒎㺚⮂ᱶ㸆㗁㸓⛱㍰⼜㦉≗☨☾㮥⏧ᮣ㮧㔶⯿㱫▝㗐

 㝍☨㗐㺚㔨㑩㺓⒎ㅠ⮂␓㍰⼜㦉ᱨ╋テ㍰⼜㦉㗁⟑㱸㺹
 ⶹ⫊㯖⒋㎸㲚ᮣ
■ ㍰⼜㦉㝎㯖㩂ⶉ
㍰⼜㦉㝎㯖㩂ⶉ㴓(PSA)⮂␓ᱶ
ᱶ㍰⼜㦉㝎㯖㩂ⶉ㴓㗁㸡⒋






⧧✓㩂㍰⼜㦉㥨⊩ⴋ⪹␤㔶☨㣡㺬ᮣ㫖㮤㺲㍰⼜㦉㝎㯖㩂
ⶉ㴓㙦㊿㔹⡽㗁⊝㻜➂㦆㍰⼜㦉≗☨⼹㮥㺸㗎㬕ᮣ㎫㽩㫛
㮧㔶㱸⤴㟜⥙PSA㬕㫖⭆㵍➂㦆㍰⼜㦉≗☨㋦㚳㱭♇⧧
⳨㦎㩂ᮣ

■ ⲿ㺓⒎⒔㔵㯧☠㥲㍰⼜㦉╏╲⫆⮂
ⲿ㺓⒎⒔㔵㯧☠㥲㍰⼜㦉╏╲⫆⮂ᱶ㸆⢔㗐㗯⪹⯿▙㴢






㗐㺚▙㨏☨⒔㔵⏒㜳㟫␏㑩㺓⒎ㅠ㮾⮂␓㍰⼜㦉ᮣ㮧㔶
㟜⥙⒔㔵⏒㜳㟫☨㟰㦡㯧☠ⓑ㐟㍰⼜㦉㾉㺑㬥〉ᮣ㖳㱫
㮥⢗㥨㸏㵀⳨⏩⿳㾍㽔㜢㥲ⓑ㐟㥨⊩ᱨ⏌㱱⏋㮧㔶㵀
㦄㢔ⳇ㥲⤷␖ᮣ

■ ⤣㈬MRI㓤グ
㓤グᱶ⤣㈬☨㦚㥨㓤グ㱸㻜㲂⮎⍜㍰⼜㦉㺹⽂
 ⫊㺾㢙⼨≻ⰵ㺹▙☨➖㢙ᮣ

2

ㅰ⼰⧧㴊㋜㖯⭠▌⫆㋜
⫑〉⯵ⶅ㽔ⷆ⧧㦆㱸⭈⏋ᱨ⺋㑥㨲⬷⣿㑹(㨲㵆⏋)ᮢ㺲⟇ᮢ
 㜽ㅸ⏋☬ᮣ
■ PSA㙦㊿
■ ⢏㓩➶㗷(㮪⳯㍰⼜㦉⫆⮂⏋㋂⤜ⰵ⥗ᱨ㝗㖸≗㺄㎖
 㥞㩂☨㺚⍖)
■ ⭈⏋Ⱛ⛰(㺹⽂㥨⊩㲂㍰⼜㦉ᮢ⼨≻ⰵᮢ⤣圠⫊㋦㚳㴜⛭
 ㋹⤵☨㽊㮰➖㢙)
■

㴊➠

⊠乏

■

☨⤣圠ᮣ☕㍰⼜㦉≗㥨⊩⸷㓞ᱨ⤣圠㗁㾎⒋⮑☨⸷㓞⏩㢭ᮣ
⯿㔕⼋☨➥㔠㩂㣡㺬㽂㔠☡Ⳅ ᱨ2-3㨏㖫⨍㓤グ➥㔠㩂
㣡㺬㚱Ⳮ⭅☨“㑆♇”ᮣ㸆㨗㑆♇㮾㦄㖸ⓞ≗㥨⊩㗁⟑㮻
⸷㓞㺣⤣圠ᮣ

■

ⲽㅘ

㺓⒎

■ ⤣㓤グ
⤣㓤グᱶ㸆㱸㻜㲂⮂␌≗㥨⊩㗁⟑㮻⸷㓞㺣㍰⼜㦉㮾㠖






㍰⼜㦉≗㻙㮔➂㔶㲂㚢㮾㔋☨ㅰ⒌ㅖ㩂ᮣ

㺰⼒➝㖷
㺰⼒➝㖷
⏳㱫☨㺰⼒➝㖷㐟ⴈ㲂≗㺄☨➖㢙ᱨ⪔㸃☨ㅰ⼰⧧⯵ⶅ
ᮐᮣ
■






⫕⭁⭶␌⫊⤷␖☬▣
㱱㲂㮥㨗㍰⼜㦉≗㔶⒌➧⒋⪒〇⏌㎒Ⓘ㩦㗷ㅰ⨍⏯⪹ⓞ㦆
㺄㽔⫊⸷㓞ᱨ㯜╱㱸㨗㍰⼜㦉≗㐵㸓⪔㸃㣐㩖⻮⭊㺰⼒ᮣ
⫕⭁⭶␌㗁㺚㮥㺸⛶☱⟇㦅⳨㦎㩂㍰⼜㦉≗⪔㸃イ㎐⤷
␖☨㺰⼒␉ᱨ㫍㵗㵀㱸⍄㮔㖫㴿ⱌ㨾㦐㱎☨㺰⼒ᮣ








⤷␖☬▣㮜㾗㢜㮥㨗㍰⼜㦉≗⪔㸃(㝎⍜㗁㸏⛶⡽⼰ᮢ
㴊㋜㔶▌㋜Ⱓ⛮⫊㮻⪔㱸✂㺸⭈⏋☨㣐㺄㽔☨⹝ㅰ⪔㸃)
㮥㺸⧩☨╌㺥➝㖷ᮣ㦐Ⱓ㲂⫕⭁⭶␌ᱨ⤷␖☬▣㗁㮥
㦞⏥㜡イ⭅☨⢘ⱌ⭜⪆ᱨ㺝㱸☕㺄㽔ⓞ㦆㖫⏯ⱌ㨾㺰⼒ᮣ
⤷␖☬▣㮥⊑㗄⧩ㅍ㨗㯜㋦㚳⯵ⶅ㢼㝘✚⏥ㅢⒸ㗖㠖ⶖ
㗐㗯⫊➥㔠㺰⼒☨ㅖ㩂⪔㸃ᮣ

■

㠖ⶖ㗐㗯
㑥⥗㺹⽂⳨㦎㲂㍰⼜㦉⏌⌧㑍㢜㺰㲢ᱨㅢ⪹⯼㯓⏳㱫
➥㖷㍰⼜㦉㎐ⓥ㗯ᮢ⡗㍻ⳇ㍰⼜㦉⢗㺰㗯⫊⫒㋹㑉⡆
㻜⡗㍻ⳇ㍰⼜㦉⢗㺰㗯ᮣ㗐㗯ㅢ㎐ⓥ㸟⢔㍰⼜㦉⏌㎒
㟜⒋⊪⸶㈬㍻⼨≻ⰵᮣ⢗㺰㩂㍰⼜㦉㎐ⓥ㗯☨ㅢ⡏㾗
㱫⊪⸶㖡ⱏ(㣐➈ⶨ㺨㈉ㅸ)⧧㬠刢(㯟ⲷ㣐➈⏔㋲)ᮣⱌ㨾
㋦㚳➝㖷☨㍰⼜㦉≗㺰⼒㖫㮜⪹ⓞ㦆㸆㨗⡏㾗㱫ᮣ







■

➥㔠㺰⼒
 ➥㔠㺰⼒⏳㱫⡽ㅢ㗲⽃㓭㙸≗㥨⊩⫊㾈㺛≗㥨⊩⭢㩦㔶

3

㗖⥙⼈⧝㫡⼃☨㮧㔶ⱌ㨾㑍㸊☨⟇㦅㋂⤜⏌ㅓ㨲⡆☠⪔㸃ᱨ
⛶㵍㋜➂㦆㍰⼜㦉≗㺣⤴㺺㮔ᮣ








⒌ᮣ㠖⏩㷹㔠➥㔠㺰⼒(EBRT)⯿╹㝛㠖⛶㺹⽂⏩㢭ⱌ㨾
⭅㺲㷹㔠ᮣⱐⳲ➥㔠㺰⼒㗁⼹㮥㺸㨼㖷☨➥㔠⼒➈ᱨ
㋦㟜⥙㠖ⶖ㗐㗯➥㺥㱨ⳕ㩂⫊㵃㖫㩂☨㺔㑩㣡ᱨ╹✚⛶
㍰⼜㦉ⱌ㨾➥㔠㺰⼒ᮣ㸆㺸㺰⼒☨㱭♇㗁Ⱓ㔕⟘㔠☡⡛
ⱐ☨㋹⤵ᱨ㑥⊠乏⧧㺓⒎ᮣ⟘㔠ㅢ☨⡏㾗㱫㗁⊠乏⧧
㺓⒎㚨㔇ᱨ⊪⸶ㅸ㮤▞㫖ᮢ㊷➑㈉ㅸ㝑㟨⧧⫊㫖㩂⡗㨨ᮣ

■

⬺㚐(㩉⬺㚐㾈
㩉⬺㚐㾈⛱)㺰⼒
㺰⼒
☕㺹⽂╌㲂⳨⏩㠡㋜⫊㱸ㅢ⸷㓞㺣㍰⼜㦉㺐㠖㖫ᱨ⫊⢚
⒋⮑☨㗁㵀≗㺄㮻⸷㓞㺣㍰⼜㦉㺐㠖(㽊㮰㩂⭈⏋)☨㎩
ⷆ㥲ᱨ㟜⒋⏳㱫⬺㚐㺰⼒⧩➥㔠㺰⼒ᮣ㟜⥙⡧㑃ㅖ㩂
⬺㚐⛶㍰⼜㦉≗☨㔶⒌╲⬺㾗㱫ᱨ⬺㚐㺰⼒㫿⪒⫊㾈
㺛≗㥨⊩☨㔶⒌⧧⸷㓞ᮣㅅ㍰㱸⼉㺸㨼㖷☨⬺㚐㺰⼒ᱶ







PROSTATE
C NCER

㍰⼜㦉≗

 ➠㺛㩉㩂⬺㚐㗇➥⫊㸃☺㦫㩉㩂⬺㚐㾗㱫☨㮓㣡ᱨ⫊
 㗐㗯㎐ⓥ㾗㢜㩉㩂⬺㚐㻙㮔⹂㴚☨䀘㠜ᮣ
 Ⱗ㗖⬺㚐㺰⼒☨ㅖ㩂ㅢ⪹ⓞ㦆⒙㑆ᮢ㩂⤂ㅢ㷳≛⧧㩂
 㲣㓡㖡⭆⤣㺬㗢㚁㺄(⤣圠▆㑳)☨㎩㨼ᮣ
■










⪇⼒
⪇⼒㗁㮥㺸㖳㱫㮓㣡㓭㙸≗㥨⊩⫊㟜⥙㾈㺛㥨⊩➶⼝⹂
㯀㺨≗㥨⊩㔶⒌☨≗㺄⼒➈ᮣ⪇⼒㟜⒋⏥㱫㲂㺰⼒ⓝ㋜㍰
⼜㦉≗⏋⪔ᮣ⪇⼒ⱊ㱫㲂⛶⬺㚐㺰⼒㮻㣐➔㱎☨㽊㮰㩂
㍰⼜㦉≗(≗㺄㮻⸷㓞㺣㍰⼜㦉㺐㠖)ᮣ㚴⏥⪹㺰㲢㍰⼜㦉
≗ᱨ☏㮾㚭㨏≗㥨⊩ᱨ⏌㫿⪒㋦㔶⒌ᮣ⪇⼒⪹㯧㋲㮥⛊
☨⡏㾗㱫ᱨ⺋㑥✓㨲ᮢ㠅➂⫊⳨⏩㬃㺄➔㱎(ギ⭫ᮢ㫬噚ᮢ
㔜ᮢ㾌╣⧧㔋卐⫊ⶪ㍻☻)ᱨ㟠㖫⪇⼒⪑ㅢ㱘㦜㵒㫖⫒
ㅢ╹✚㵜⭩⡮㐼☨⟇㦅ᮣ

⧥㝈㷡㖹⯿㲓ㆀ㮥㋲⛶ⶉ㍰⼜㦉≗
⧥㝈㷡㖹⩽㻜㨏㾉⯿㢜⌧㸓⛱⪔㔋㍰⼜㦉≗☨ㅖ㩂㝗⤅㴔㻜ᮣ
ょ㴨☨☾✠⢔㺾⽅ᱨ㥲㣙2♇㺣5♇ᱨ⒱㴗⯿㵀㢭㲂⌸㓹☾8
㷢☨㨰⭩㋄➠≗㨛⪹✂㴐⟞㣣㺲㨲Ⳮ⪹ᮣ

㨰⭩㋄➠≗㨛⪹☨㈤㫡㖠⪹ⱌ㨾㽈ろ㢜Ⱗ㗖⬺㚐⼒➈☨㍰
⼜㦉≗⪔㸃㔤⭜☨1㨏㖫⛯⼂⭜⪆ᱨ⹂⛶ⶉ㺰⼒㯧㋲☨⡏㾗
㱫ᱨ㑥⬷㑠㓡㖡ᮢ⤣圠▆㑳⧧㊥⹛ᮣ
㚱ⱌ㨾☨㮥㨗⫆⛑⊪⸶ᱶ
■ ➶㦝㽪㫢⫊⢔㑉ⲿ㬕
■ ⼗ⰶ⍜㑉㑥⧨㱎⡔⏋㺄
■ Ⱐ㲥㫼㝌⪹⫊Ⰶ㾙
■ ⓞ㱶ᮢⰮㅅ⧧㮾㨹㐢㢜⫑╇☨㫓㥠

㑥㱸␓㫛ᱨ㎫⿱cancersupport@singaporecancersociety.
org.sg ⫊ 6499 9132 ᮣ

Singapore Cancer Society Multi-Service Centre
9 Bishan Place, Junction 8 Office Tower #06-05, Singapore 579837
6499 9133
6499 9140

■
■
■

Location ☼♇

Bus Numbers ≻㖹⧟⿵

Bishan Bus Interchange

52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 410

In front of Bishan MRT Station

13, 52, 54, 55, 58, 88, 128, 156

Along Bishan St 11

52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 410

Take Exit A at Bishan MRT Station.
Walk through Junction 8 Shopping Centre in the direction of the Bus
Interchange.
Without crossing to the bus interchange at the traffic light, turn right
and walk along the walkway to locate the Junction 8 Office Tower lobby.
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Singapore Cancer Society
15 Enggor Street, Realty Centre #04-01, Singapore 079716
6221 9578
6221 9575
www.singaporecancersociety.org.sg
cancerscreening@singaporecancersociety.org.sg
Follow us on Facebook

The information provided is for your
general knowledge only. You should seek medical advice
or treatment for your specific condition.
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What you need to know about
prevention, detection and
treatment Prostate Cancer

■

What is Prostate Cancer?
The prostate gland is a walnutProstate Gland
sized gland situated below the
urinary bladder. It is enclosed by
Bladder
a capsule. It produces prostatic
Urethra
secretion which forms part of
semen. Prostate cancer develops
when cells in the prostate gland
turn malignant, i.e. uncontrolled
growth, and forms a lump. This
cancer grows out of the prostate
capsule and invades surrounding
tissue e.g. seminal vesicles, bladder neck. It can also spread to
lymph glands in the pelvis. It also often spreads via the blood
stream to the bones. Studies showed that many elderly men
harbour small prostate cancers which do not cause any
symptoms and may not need to be treated.

What are the Signs and Symptoms?
Early prostate cancer is usually asymptomatic. The following are
non-specific symptoms and may also be caused by benign (noncancerous) conditions such as Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
(BPH) and prostatitis. They include:
■
■
■
■

Weak or interrupted flow of urine
Frequent urination (especially at night)
Difficulty urinating
Painful ejaculation

Symptoms of prostate cancer usually show up at later stages of
the disease as the tumour grows and narrows the urethra (urine
passage) and spreads to other organs.
The following are symptoms of advanced prostate cancer:
■

Difficulty in passing urine due to obstruction to the passage
of urine.

Do You
Know?

1

■

■
■

Nagging pain in the back, hips or
pelvis due to spread of cancer to
the bone (metastases).
Weakness or swelling of lower
limbs due to cancer obstruction
of the lymphatic channels
Pain or burning during urination
Blood in the urine or semen

Are You at Risk?

■

■

■

These are the identified risk factors:
■
■
■
■

Family history of prostate cancer
Inherited genetic BRCA I & II Mutations
Age over 50 years (the risk increases with age)
Obesity

Note: Sexual activity is not a risk factor

■

Prevention
■

Digital rectal examination: This is the first step in diagnosing
prostate cancer. The doctor inserts a gloved finger into the
rectum and feels the prostate for hard, lumpy, or abnormal areas.
Prostate-specific Antigen (PSA) Test: PSA is a substance
produced by both normal and malignant prostate cells. The
presence of elevated levels of PSA in the blood is another
test that helps to detect prostate cancer. Please consult your
doctors on benefits and limitations of using PSA blood test
for early detection.
Transrectal or transperineal ultrasound guided biopsy:
A procedure in which an ultrasound probe about the size of
a finger is inserted into the rectum to check the prostate.
Images from the ultrasound probe guided the doctor in taking
systematic sampling of the prostate. Tissue samples of the
prostate are removed by a thin needle under a local anaesthetic
and viewed under a microscope by a pathologist.
MRI Scan of the pelvis: A detailed scan of the pelvis that
helps to identify the extent of cancer involvement in the
prostate gland or surrounding lymph nodes.

Incorporating foods rich in lycopene like tomatoes, watermelons and guavas; and foods rich in polyphenols like green
tea, brocoli, tumeric and promegranates into your diet, may
have additional benefit.

■

Exercise regularly and be physically active.

■

Maintain a healthy weight by cutting down on your calorie
intake.

■

The growth rate of prostate cancer varies among men. In some
men, prostate cancer develops slowly and may not cause any
problem in their lifetime.Yet, in others, it grows quickly and can
cause severe pain and other complications, and even death. Early
detection will help to determine the best course of treatment.

The latest Singapore Cancer Registry Interim Report (2010-2014) indicates that
Prostate Cancer is the third most common cancer among Singaporean men.

■
■

■
■
■

Age and expected life expectancy
Underlying medical health and the presence of co-existing
illnesses, such as myocardial infarction (heart attack), strokes,
diabetes, etc.
PSA level
Gleason Score (marker of how aggressive the cancer is, derived
from the pathologist’s assessment of the prostate biopsy)
Stage of disease (extent of prostate gland, lymph nodes, bone
or other distant organ involvement)

Bone Scan: It helps to detect if the cancer has spread outside
the prostate to the bone. When prostate cancer spreads,
bone is the most common place it goes to. A small amount of
safe radioactive dye is injected into a vein and then the scan
is taken after 2-3 hrs to pick up the “hot spots”, where the
radioactive dye has been collected. These hot spots can show
if the cancer has spread to the bone.

2

It is more commonly found in men
aged 50 and above.

■

Active Surveillance or Watchful Waiting

3

Careful risk assessment and
patient counseling by a well-trained
physician is important in early
detection of prostate cancer.

Radiation therapy (Radio-therapy)
Radiotherapy uses high-energy beams to kill the cancer cells
or keep them from growing. External beam radiotherapy
(EBRT) focuses radiation from outside the body on the cancer.
Brachytherapy is another form of radiotherapy that involves
the surgical placement of permanent or temporary implants
to deliver radiation from within the prostate. This has the
advantage of less radiation to the nearby organs such as the
bladder and rectum. Possible side effects of radiation injury to
the bladder and rectum, include blood in the urine, frequent
painful urination, and/or bloody diarrhea.

The treatment options available depend on the extent of the
cancer, and the patient’s age and fitness.

Watchful waiting is advocated as a reasonable approach for
some men with prostate cancer (especially elderly men without
symptoms with an estimated short life expectancy from
advanced age or the presence of multiple illnesses). Watchful
waiting involves a less intensive followup schedule compared
to active surveillance, with a view towards treatment only
when symptoms occur. Watchful waiting is generally suitable
for men with some other health problems as a result of which
may not be able to cope with treatments like surgery or
radiotherapy.

Surgery
An open, laparoscopic or robot-assisted radical prostatectomy
may be recommended if the tumour is localised at the prostate
and deemed to be curable. It involves the complete removal
of the prostate and also often includes the pelvic lymph
nodes. Some possible side effects of radical prostatectomy
include incontinence (not being able to control urination)
and impotence (not being able to have erections). These side
effects can also happen with other forms of treatment for
prostate cancer.

Treatment Options

As some prostate cancers grow very slowly and may take
many years to cause symptoms or spread, some men with
diagnosed prostate cancer may not need immediate treatment.
Active surveillance refers to a treatment strategy of closely
observing patients with low risk localized prostate cancer,
with the option of deferred curative treatment when deemed
necessary.

How is Prostate Cancer Diagnosed?

■

The decision on the choice of treatment depends on the prostate
cancer risk profile. This risk profile depends on several factors,
including:

■

Adopt a diet rich in fruits and vegetables. These foods contain
many vitamins and nutrients that are beneficial to health.

■

How is Prostate Cancer treated?

■

Hormone (Androgen Deprivation) Therapy
Hormonal therapy is commonly used to treat prostate cancer
in combination with radiotherapy when the cancer is locally
advanced or at high risk of spreading outside the prostate,
or more commonly, in cases where the cancer has already
spread beyond the prostate (metastatic disease). Hormonal
therapy can slow or stop the growth and spread of prostate
cancer as it interferes with the growth-stimulatory effects of
male hormones on prostate cancer. There are two forms of
hormonal therapy:
• drugs that prevent the release or counter the action of
male hormones, or
• surgical removal of the testes which are a major source of
male hormones.
Hot flashes, impaired sexual function and loss of desire for
sex, and osteoporosis (weaken bones) may occur in men
treated with hormone therapy.

■

Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy is a cancer treatment that uses drugs to stop
the growth of cancer cells, either by killing the cells or stopping
them from dividing. Chemotherapy is not a treatment option
for early prostate cancer. It is only for patients with metastatic
prostate cancer (cancer which has spread outside of the prostate),
that are no longer responsive to hormonal treatment. It won’t
cure the prostate cancer, but can shrink it and slow down its
growth. Chemotherapy may cause certain side effects, such
as nausea, hair loss (alopecia), inflammation of the cheeks,
gums, tongue, lips, and roof or floor of the mouth (stomatitis),
and an abnormal blood profile that increases the risk of
infection.

The Walnut Warrior will fight
Prostate Cancer with you
The walnut warrior support group reaches out to men are
diagnosed with prostate cancer.
Members meet on every 2nd Saturday of the month, from
2.00pm–5.00pm at Bishan Junction 8, SCS Multi Service Centre.
Our trainer conducts one hour
of Man Plan exercises specifically
designed for prostate cancer
patients undergoing hormone
therapy, to combat the side
effects of these treatments, such
as muscle loss, weakened bones
and fatigue.
Some of the activities carried outinclude:
■ Sharing of information or personal experiences
■ Gathering insight into how others cope with their conditions
■ Educational workshop or talks
■ Outings, enrichment and interest learning session
For enquiries, please contact cancer support@singapore
cancersociety.org.sg or call 6499 9132.

